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                  Janet HALL

CLASSE:  4^ L

Dal testo di lingua “GOLD first” ed. Pearson

                                  Unità 7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14

Structures:  - modal verbs of possibility and certainty
                      -  defining and non-defining relative clauses
                      - so, such, too, enough, very
                       - reporting verbs
                       - reporting statements
                       - reporting questions and imperatives
                       - concrete and abstract nouns
                      - zero, first, second conditionals
                      - third conditional
                      - conditionals: alternatives to if
                      - participles (-ing and -ed)
                      - emphasis with What
                      - mixed conditionals
                      - hypothetical meaning: wish / if only
                      - modal verbs: obligation, prohibition, necessity, ability 
                      - have / get something done
                      - reflexive pronouns
                      - it is / there is
                      - subject / verb agreement               
                      - phrasal verbs
                      - linking words and expressions
                      - say / speak / talk / tell

Vocabulary: various collocations, word-building, compound adjectives, ways of speaking, prefixes.

Dal testo 'VISITING LITERATURE' volume A ed. Petrini

Part 4 The Romantic Age

Historical context
Literary context
Romantic Poetry
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             W. Blake (life, works, critical notes)
  from 'Songs of Innocence and of Experience':    'The Lamb'
                                                                               'The Tyger'
                                                                               'London'    

             William Wordsworth (life, works, critical notes)
from 'Lyrical Ballads':    Preface
 from 'Poems in Two Volumes':     'I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud'
                                'Composed upon Westminster  Bridge'     
                                'The Rainbow'                                     

              S.T. Coleridge (life, works, critical notes)
from 'Lyrical Ballads': 'The Rime of the Ancient Mariner' (stanzas from Part 1, 2, 4)

              G.G. Byron (life, works, critical notes)
from 'Hebrew Melodies': 'She Walks in Beauty'

               P.B. Shelley (life, works, critical notes)
                                    'Ozymandias'

                J. Keats (life, works, critical notes)
                                   'Ode on a Grecian Urn'

RomanticProse
The Historical Novel
The Gothic Novel
The Novel of Manners

             W. Scott  (life, works, critical notes)
           'Ivanhoe' (a passage)

             J. Austen  (life, works, critical notes)
           'Pride and Prejudice' (passages)
           'Northanger Abbey' (a passage)

Dal testo 'VISITING LITERATURE' volume B ed. Petrini

Part 5 The Victorian Age

Historical context
Literary context

          W. Whitman (life, works, critical notes)
from 'Leaves of Grass':      'For You O Democracy'

Victorian Fiction
Realism

          C. Dickens (life, works, critical notes)
          'Oliver Twist'  (a passage)
         'David Copperfield' (passages)
          'Hard Times' (a passage)
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          E. Brontë (life, works, critical notes)
          'Wuthering Heights' (passages)

The Aesthetic Movement in literature

             O. Wilde (life, works, critical notes)
             'The Picture of DorianGray' (preface + passages)
             'The Importance of Being Earnest' (a passage)

The Spirit of the Age.

Visione a teatro di 'Pride and Prejudice' in lingua inglese.
                   
Programma di Conversazione Inglese (prof.ssa J. Hall)

Listening and speaking activities in Gold – Units – 11, 12, 13, 14.
Watched TED Talks and discussed them
'The importance of being Ernest' film and discussion 

Grugliasco, 9 giugno 2016                                Firma Docenti__________________________

                                                                                                  ___________________________

Firme studenti  rappresentanti di classe:

______________________________________

______________________________________

                                                                                                                Il Dirigente Scolastico
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